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INTRODUCTION 

This note concerns the circu;nstances in which a registered trade mark 
can be expunged by order of the High Court under s. 22(1) (b)  of the Trade 
Marks Act, 1955-58. Three recent cases are here considered, one Australian 
and two English, which have raised differences of approach in this area of 
trade mark latv between English and Australian courts and have emphasized 
the di&cuIties of interpretation of the court's jurisdiction to espunge marks. 
The Issues Generdy-Section 22 

The issues arise in the context of appIications under s. 22(1) (b)  which 
confers upon the High Court exclusive jurisdiction to expunge registered marks 
where they are "wrongly made in o r  remaining in the Register".4 The words 

wrongly . . . remaining" first appeared in s. 35 of the U.K. Trade hlarks 
Act, 1905, which Act was consolidated in the U.K. Act of 1938 and formed 
the basis of our Act of 1955. 

Logically, s. 22 ( l )  (b)  can be read as  conferring jurisdiction in t ~ o  
broadly discrete and separate circumstances: 
( 1 )  Where the original registration of the mark was defective by reason of 

contravention of sorne essential pre-condition to valid registratio11 pro- 
vided by the Act, or perhaps, the common law, and 

t 2) Where original registration was proper but the mark has become defective 
since registration and the defect is such as  to vitiate the mark's continued 
presence in the register. 

These two sets of circumstances will logically arise at different points of time 
in the history of a mark. 

' (1968) 118 C.L.R. 118. 
'At first instance before Ungoed-Thomas, J. (1966) R.F.C. 387, in the Court of 

App;al (1468) R.P.C. 426 and in the House of Lords (1969) R.P.C. 472. 
Before Graham, 3. in (1969) R.P.C. 418, and before Court of Appeal in (1970) 

F.S.R. 113. Refrrences to Court of Appeal a r e  here (1970) R.P.C. 339. Row also see 
Iiouse of Lords' decision, General Electric Co. (of U.S.A.) v. General Electric Co. (1971) 
1 W.L.R. 729. 

'This section is the counterpart to s. 32 in the U.K. Act of 1938, which gives juris- 
diction to expunoe "Any entry rnada in the register wiihoiit suficient cause, or . . . 
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Wo~i.ever, s. 2 2 ( l )  (b)  is ambiguous in relation to two further sets of 
circumstances: 
(3 )  Where a mark which was defective when registered has, since registration, 

been cured of its defect, and 
(4) Where a mark, originally afflicted with defect A, was nevertheless regis- 

tered, and has since been cured of defect A but has acquired defect B. 
Cases (3 )  and (4) involve the question whether, to be "wrongly remain- . - 9  In: , a registered rnark must continue to he  defective down to the date of 

application for espungernent, and whether the continuing defect must be the 
same at that date as at the date of registration. 

Srctior~s 60 and 61 
An analysis of s. 22(L) jb) is further conlplicated in relation to marks 

registered in Part A of the register: by s, 60 and s. 61(1)  of the Act. Section 
60 pro5ides that, alter three years' registration, a trade mark "shall not be 
removed . . . or be held invalid on the ground that it was not a registrable 
trade mark under section t~t-enty-four of this Act, unless it is proved that it 
itas not, at the commencement of the proceedings, distinctive of the goods 
of the registered proprietor". Section 24 both illustrates and prescribes the 
requirement of distinctiveness which is further defined by s. 26. The "pro- 
ceedings" referred to in s. 60 expressly include applications under s. 22(1). 

Section 61(1) provides that, where a mark has remained registered for 
seben years, it "shalI be taken to be valid in all respects", except in three 
circumstances: 
( a )  where the original registration is shown to have been obtained by fraud; 
l h )  where it is shown that "the trade mark offends against the pro~isions of 

section twenty-eight"; or 
I C )  where the mark is shown to be "not distinctive" of the goods of its 

proprietor at the date of the proceedings. 
Both s. 60 and s. 61(1)  aim to give prescriptive "validity" to registered 

marks upon the assumption that distincti~eiiess will develop by virtue of use 
oler a period of time during which the owner enjoys, by reason of registration, 
the right to oppose or prevent the registration of substantially identicat or 
d~ceptively similar marks6 and to restrain infringing use of the mark bp 
~ t h r r s . ~  Should the owner fail to protect the distinctiveness of his mark by 
01,positions and pursuit of infrinuers, or should he by his own action destroy 9 
that distinctiveness, he will acqurre no prescriptive validity because neithel 
s. 60 nor s. Gl(1) applies where the mark is shown, by the party so asserting, 
to he "not distinctive" of the goods of its owner at the date of proceedings. 
Jn all proceedings relating to registered marks, s. 59 operates to relieve the 
owner of the onus of proving ah initio the validity of registration of his 
mark in every legal proceeding. Invalidity will principally be put in issue 
i r ~  applications for rectification of the register, in opposition proceedings, and 
as a defence to an action for infringement. The Act does not specifically 
conler jurisdiction upon any court to declare or determine "invalidity" per s e S  

Sections 60 and 6 l ( l )  necessarily qualify the words "wrongly remaining" 

'Thr following disci~ssion concerns only marks regiitered under Part A. Part  B 
mar45 gain no prescriptiie talidity under s. 60 or s. 61(1). 

5. 33 and Part V I  generally. The best discussion of what constitutes substantially 
identical or deceptively sin~jlar marks is contained in the Shell Oil Drop Case (1963) 
109 C.L.R. 407. 

* See s. 65.  
'Section 67 confers jurisdiction on the Hi& Court in infringement cases but " d o ~ s  

llot deprive another court of jurisdiction" to hear such actions. Such avtions may be 
commented in State Supreme Courts hy virtue of s. 39 Judiciary Acr, 1909. Jurisdiction 
to evpunye is, however, evclusive to the High Court. 
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in s. 2 2 ( l )  (b)  by circumscribing the circumstances in which expungement 
proceedings can succeed. Both sections set pre-conditions to proceedings, but 
neither expressly purports to delimit, exhaustively or otherwise, the grounds 
upon which a mark can be said to be "wrongly remaining". The scope of 
the phrases 'cwrongly made7' and "wrongly remaining" must be sought else- 
where in the Act. I t  would be anomalous, however, if the original registration 
of a mark were to be "valid in all respects" for s. 61(1) purposes yet held 
to be either "wrongly made" or "wrongly remaining" under s, 22(1) (b).  It is 
to be noted that s. 61(1)  confers prescriptive validity only upon "original 
registration" and would not inhibit a finding that the mark in suit was 
"wrongly remaining" by reason of a defect arising since registration. The pre- 
scriptive validity conferred by s. 60 is essentially of the same character.' 

Loss of Distinctiveness-Section 56 
Further dimculty arises by reason 01 the necessity to integrate the pro- 

tective provisions of s. 56(1) and the vitiating effect of s. 56(3) into the 
scheme of other provisions relating to loss of distincti\eness and acquisition 
of deceptiveness by registered marks. Section 56(1) provides that the registra- 
tion of a trade mark "does not become invalid" by reason only of use, after 
registration, of a word contained in the mark as the "name or description 
of an article or substance". In apparent contradiction of s. 56(1),  s. 56(3) 
goes on to provide that a mark shall be deemed to be an "entry wrongly 
reniaining in the Register" for the purposes of s. 22 in either of two 
circumstances, narnely where: 
(a )  there is a well established use of a word contained in the mark as the 

name for goods by persons carrying on a trade in such goods; or 

(b)  the word constituting the mark is "the only practicable name" for some 
new manner of manufacture formerly made under a patent which has 
lapsed for a period of trvo years. 
The countervailing provisions of the U.K. equivalents of the Australian 

s. 5611) and s. 56(3) were explained by Lord Wilberforce, in the Daiql~iri 
Rum Trade Mark Case,l0 who thought that s. 15 of the U.K. Act (our s. 56) 
affects the owner of a registered mark in two ways: 
(1) It operates in /az)o~tr of the owner in that use by the general public of 

the words constituting the mark will not affect registration (whether such 
use causes loss of distinctiveness or creates a likelihood of confusion) ; 
and 

(2)  It operates against the owner in that a "trade usage" of the words will 
ad:ersely affect his mark and will, in fact, render it liable for expunge- 
ment as  "wrongly remaining" at the suit of some person aggrieved (pre- 
qumably anodier trader) uncler s. 22(1) (b) .  Section 56(3) also seeks to 
dovetail the nlonopoly of a trade mark owner under the Act with the 
monopoly enjoyed under patent legislation, apparently on the basis that 
inability to market some manner of manufacture (for tvhich the patent 
has expired) under the only name familiar to the public may inhibit a 
potential manufacturer from taking advantage of the expiration of the 
patent. In this way, a trade mark monopoly might act to the public 
detriment as  a de fac~o extension of the patentee's former monopoly. 

-- 
'The validity conferred by s. 60 appears to he qualititively different since it prevents 

removal of the mark simpliciter rather than validating original registration". IIowe\er, 
s. 24 is essentially concerned with d i s t i nc t i~mes~  a t  date of registration and the 
cxc r~ t ion  to s. 60 (where distincti\eneeq ic ahsent at  date of nroceedincs) effectikelv - 
equltes s. 60 to s. 6!(1) in this regard. 

'O (1969) R.P.C. 600 at 618. 
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It would thus seen1 necessary to qualiiy the jurisdiction to expunge under 
s. 2 2 ( l )  (b] in the light of s. 56(1) and to qualify s. 61 (1 )  -.validit)-'* in the 
light of s. 56(3) .  Indeed, Taylor, J. has expressed the view that the phrabe 
"wrongly remaining" in s. 2 2 ( l )  (b)  must, as a matter of statutory construc- 
tion, be limited exclusively to cases vithin s. 5 6 t 3 ) .  For Taylor. J., "use" 
under s. 56(3) is "the only kind of use afier registration which is to operate 
to invalidate the mark on the ground of loss of di~tincti\eness" and it is 

uot open to establish. independently of s. 36. that a marl; has inst i:s dis- 
iinctiveness and theleby wrongly remain> on the Register.'' His Honotir points 
out that s. 56 was designed to o5ercome the decision in  the "P3rt.x" Case" 
which held that so-called generic marks (that is, marks 1,hich acquireti 
~irliversal public usage (c f .  trade usage) denoting a new article or product) 
would ipso fucto be invalid since they ceased to be distinctive of the goods of 
 he proprietor. 

Were the 1955 h c ~  to be considered a self-sufficient code of tiadz mark 
law, Taylor, J.'s liew would hate  much cogeilcy. Houeker, Tajlor. J.'s riew 
does, with respect, lack historicity. The ~vords "\+ron,oI)- re1nainic;o" appeared 
in the U.K. Act in 1905, and the section in the U.K. -4ct c ~ r r e s ~ o n d i n p  with 
5. 5G (s. 15) was not introduced until 1938 follouing the Goscheq Com~nittce 
IEeport which emphasized the distinction between the uncontrollable practices 
of the public at large, for which the o\+-ner of marks should not be penalised, 
and the practices of other traders .i~hich can Le controlled t?- regislered 
o\kners by infringement proceedings1" O ~ i r  s. 56 Tsas adopted rin almost 
identical wording) from the U.K. Act of 1938. In any elent, the House of 
1.ords have now rejected the vielv that the U.K. equivalent of s. 2 2 l l j  (hi  
(s. 32) is merely a procedural pro~is ion presenting the steps to be taken 
to give effect to an express power of remo\al coriferred by other sections of 
the Act, such as s. 15 (3 )  (our s. 5613)) ,  and does not give poT\er to expunge 
otherwise than pursuant to such sections. Their LordAips in the G.E. Case 
heid that rt.he1.e its original registration \<as lawful, a mark can only be 
expunged under s. 32 "if7 at the time of the application. its continued presence 
on the Register is prohibited by virtue of some other provisio:~ of the Act. 
Such prohibitory provisions are  not limited to those ~ \ h i c h  . . . confer an 
express power of removal. They include all pro\-ision. ~shich.  upon their true 
construction, make unlawful the continued preqence of the entry on the 
13egister". 

T h e  Exceptions to Sectior~ 61 (1) 
"Validity" ~ ~ n r l e r  s. 61(1) thus seems clearl? not equi\aleni to "immunit! 

from espungcrnent". Quite apart from s. 561 3). a mark could Le expun~ed  
on the grounds of non-user or of its registration uithout a Lonu fide intention 
to use the mark on the part of the olrner under s. 23(11 (a)  and rh ." Thu. 
the three exceptions to s. 61 (1 )  protide only a clne to the Licds of defects 
nhich will render marks "wrongly made or ~rrongly remaining in the Re$-ter". 
These are : 

" (a )  where original registration \\as obtained b!- fraud." 
Fraud in the relevant Sense is northere defined in the .%ct. t ~ i i t  for the 

purposes of s. 61 is not 1imi:ed to fraud upon the Registrar. I t  extend; to 

F 

"Barrier Cream C u e  (1965) 112 C.L.R. 537 at 561. Ta>lor, J. i. in diqent .  Xeither 
Barwick, C.J., Kitto, J. nor Kindeyer, J., nor ?fc'Iiernan, J. a t  fir-t instance d i s r u ~ q ~ d  
tile point. 

la Jotling v. M f E z a n  (1933) V.R. 168. 
"Cnld. No. 4568 of 1934, and see (1969) R.P.C. 6CO a t  60;. 
1& For a d i icuss io~ of "non-user" ..en-raliv sep  X ~ n d e ~ e r ,  1. in E'Uis \. 6fiLlstci7 

(1967) 116 C L R .  251 at  268, and see W. J .  Cairnan, 6 S.L.R. 52. 
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fraudulent procurement of a mark from other traders.13 It  is that general 
species of fraud which "vitiates all transactions in law, and even court judg- 
ments7'.lVhere is no dispute as to tile date at  \vhich fraud is to be con- 
sidered: ". . . where the original registration was procured by fraud, the use 
to which a monopoly so obtained was later put could not cure the initial 
invalidity. The crucial date is the date of application for registration".17 
"(b)  that the trade mark offends against the provisions of s. 23 of the Act." 

Standing alone, s. 281S appears to be designed only to prohibit registra- 
tion of unregistered marks and thus to be addressed to the date of original 
registration. Section 28 speaks of '"marks" simplici~er, not registered trade 
marks, and is found in Part IV of the Act which is cor~cerr~ed to describe 
Registrable Trade Marks. This view of s. 28 is further supported by the sub- 
junctive mood of "would be likely to deceive", "would be contrary to law" 
and "tvould otherwise be not entitled to protectioll". All of these phrases 
indicate that the enquiry is to the pruspective character of a mark as yet 
unregistered. On this view of s. 28, a registered mark will be unimpeachable 
under s. 61(l)  (b)  except in the limited case where it was originady registered 
in defiance of s. 28. But the present tense construction oi  "offends" in exception 
(b) to s. Gl(1) prompts another reading of the lvords "shall not be regis- 
tered" to mean "shall neither be nor reriain registered". This view brings 
s. 28 doxvn to the date of present proceedings and the enquiry is whether the 
presendy registered mark is one the continued use of which would at present 
be likely to deceive. 

The second view of s. 28 does not eliminate any of the ambiguity of 
s. 22( l )  (b)  in the four uses set out above. The first view seems to limit 
s. 22( l )  (b)  to case (1) above by reading the words "wrongly made or remain- 
ing" to mean "rvrongly made and therefore ~vrongly remaining". However, 
s. 61(1) does not prescribe grounds for expunction; it rather sets precon- 
ditions to expungement proceedi~tgs .~~ 
"(c) that the trade mark was not at the commencement of proceedings 

distinctive of the goods of the registered propriet~r." 
At common law a trade mark must indicate the exclusive origin of goods." 

- 
E.g. where a mark is retealed in circumstances importing an equitable duty of 

confidence, as was the case with the ''BuL" mark in Farley v. Alexander (1916) 75 
C.L.R. 487. Cf. the "Tastee-Freez" Case, ~vherr  such circzlmstances $+ere absent. (Aston V. 
liarlee (19GO) 103 C.I,.R. 391). Mere kno~rledpe of foieign use of the mark doer not 
constitute fraud (Secen-llp Case (1947) 75 C.L.R. 2G.3). 

Farley v. Alexander (19S7) 75 C.L.R. 487 at  493 (per Willianls, J . ) .  

fusion; (h) the use of \\hich would be contrary to law; ( c )  which comprises or contains 
scandalous matrer. or ( d )  which xvould othenvise he not entitled to protection in a 
court of justict, sl~oU not be registered a$ B trade nark." 

- I t  should be notetl that the counterpart to s. 28 in the U.K. Act (s. 11) is in 
slizhtly different terms: 

S.11 "it shall not be lawful to register as a trade mark . . . any matter the 
use of whir11 woofd, by reason of its being likely to deceive or cause con- 
fusion or otherwise, be disentitled to protection in a court of justice or 
~rould  bc contrary to law or morality, or any scandalous design!' 

other hand, \aguenesi is introduced into 

a guide to the solution of di6culties of 
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Distinctikeness is the sine qua non of trade marks without which 110 passing 
off action could succeed. For the purposes of the Act, distinctiveness is defined 
by S. 26 which requires that a mark be "adapted to distinguish" goods con- 
nected with the owner in the courbe of trade from goods not so connected. 
Section 26(2) directs the court to have regard to the extent to which ( a )  the 
mark is "inherently adapted to distinguish" and (b) by reason of use or  
other circumstances does so distinguish. The High Court has held that "even 
if (a mark) has acquired distinctiveness hy use i t  is still not distinctive, in 
the sense which justified registration, if i t  is inherently unadapted to diu- 
tinguish".*l It is clear that loss of distinctiveness is not co-extensive N-ith likeli- 
hood to deceive or cause confusion. 

The foregoing discussion shows that the court's power to expunge marks 
is based upon a t a ~ ~ g l e d  matrix of overlapping and interrelated provisions. It 
is contended here that the Act aims to achieve the following balance of 

( a )  to maintain the purity of the Regi;:er in the interests of the public; 
(b )  to induce registered orrners to preserve the distinctiveness of their marks 

against other traders; 
( c )  to withhold protection from marks which are likely to deceive or confuse 

tfie public; and 
(cl) subject to (a),  (b )  and (c) ,  to provide a commercially realistic statutory 

monopoly for registered marks. 
The three recent decisions wiil be considered in the light of these objectives. 

THE BMJ-BRA TRADE hlARK CASE"" 

Thc first decision considered is that of Windeyer, J. exercising the 
original jurisidiction of the High Court upon the application by the Berlei 
company of Kew South Wales (hereafter "Berlei") to have the Register of 
Trade Marks rectified by the removal of the registered BALI-BRA mark. Uerlei 
had been proprietor of the BERLEI mark registered in Part  A in respect of 
clothing, since 1917. Berlei used the mark to denote its brassieres which had 
been extensively advertised and sold in large numbers and had "for many years 
heen \\ell known in A~stralia".~" 

The BALI-BRA mark was 019ned by the Ball company of New York (here- 
after ".13alis'), It was registered in 1947 under the Trade &larks Act, 1905 
and its registration deemed to be under Part A by  virtue of s. 5(2) of the 
1955 Act. Berlei did not at  that time oppose its registration. The mark was 
not used on goods displayed for sale in Australia until 1960, but Rali sold 
large numbers of brassieres in America and advertised extensively in American 
fashion journals which were probably- read by some Auqtralian Ibon1eu during 
this time.24 From 1961 onwards, the BXLI-BKrI mark appeared on imported 
hrassieres sold in Australia. Bali's brassieres were more highly-pricect than 
Berlei's, sold in fewer retail outlets and in f a r  fewer numbers than Berlei's. 
and were very much a "sI,ecialty line". As a result, the BALI-BRA mark was 
not as widely known in Australia as the TIERLEI mark at the date of thib 

___ I____1_ -_-___I_- - - - -  
n P e ~  Kitto, J .  in the  Barrier Cream Case (i965t 112 C.13 .  537 at  554, and s t - ~  

Yorkshire Copper Works Case (1954) R.P.C. 150. 
" (1968) 118 C.L.R. 128. 
a Id. at 130. 
% Windeyer, J.'s holding that  there no inherent likelihood of confrlsion between 

the marks obviated any need to examine *hether adlettising ron!il outweigh an 
inherent lack of distinctiacness within s. 26. 

- 
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application for expungement. Berlei commenced an action for expungement 
of the BALI-BRA mark in the High Court in 1967.'" 

Decision of Windeyer, J .  
Since the BAL1-BRA mark had stood for over seven years:" are- 

liminary issue of prescriptive validity arose under s. 61(1).  KO question 
of fraud arose. Berlei relied on exceptions jb) and (c) to s. 61f l )  alleging 
that use of the BALI-BRA, mark was likely to deceive or cause confusion and 
that it was not distinctive at the date of proceedir~gs for expungement. 
Wincleyer, J. considered the two views as to the date at which s. 28 is to be 
considered under s. 6 1 ( l )  (h )  stated above. Admitting that "considerations 
of policy" can be invoked for either vierv, his Honour posed the policy 
dilemma in this way: 

Is a mark which Iias valid whe:: registered to be removed because Iater 
events, perhaps the assiduous efforts of an infringer, have created a like- 
lihood of confusion? On the other hand, is a mark which ought not to 
have been registered, because deceptive or likely to be confused with 
another mark, to be later struck off the Register if any serious risk of 
confusio~i or deception has d i ~ a p p e a r e d ? ~ ~  
His Honour thought that the solution to this dilemma may lie in the 

judicial discretion under s. 22(2)." SIe did, however, favour the second view 
of s. 28, stating that the enquiry was whether the mark was registrable under 
s. 28 at the date when expungement was sought. The present tense of 
"offends" was of critical ~i~nificance.29 His Honour thought that whether a 
mark was to enjoy s. 61(1) validity depended on existing circumstances, 
including any happenings pedente lite, and not upon circl;mstances existing 
at some earlier tin1e.3~ Windeyer, J. held, for rsasons exanlined beIosv, that 
the mark did not offend s. 28 at the date of the hearing (1968). I t  nas not 
then likely to deceive under s. 28(a)  .31 It was not "otherxvise not entitled to 
protection in a coclrt of justice" under s. 28(d) by reason of containing a 
geographical place riame ( H a l i ) 3 b n d  thereby ailegedly misleading the public 
to believe that the brassieres were made in Bali33 Moreover, his Honour held 
that the BALI-BRA mark did not lark distinctiveness at the commencement of 
proceedings within exception (c) because i t  had riever been used in Australia 
by anyone other than f3ali. It was not suficient to allege that a deceptively 
similar mark (DERLEI) existed34 It is clear that want of distinctiverless is 
not co-extensive with likelihood of confusion with other marks. 

The original registration of the BALI-BRA mark was therefore unim- 
peachable. This finding did not, however, dispose of the case since s. 61(1) 
does not delimit the grounds for expungement under s. 2 2 ( l )  (b) and relates 

.- -- --- -- 
"At the time of hearing in  1968, a similar action between Rali and a company 

related to Berlei had in England come before Ungoed-Thomas, J. and tile Court of 
Appeal. These English proceedings were adverted to by W'indeyer, J. but were not 
instrumental to his reasoning and are considered separately helow. 

-Seven years, for s. 61 purposes, means a period of seven years after commencepent 
of the 1955 Act (1st August, 1958). See Kitto, J. Barrier Cream Case (1965) 112 
C.L.R. 537 at 557. 

Supra n. 22 at 113. 
a Ibid. 
28 Id. at 134. 
sn Ibid. 

Id. at  140. Section 28 (b)  and (c) did not arise. 
83 I t  is implied in s. 25(d)  that geographical names are not inherently distinctive. 

Wintleyer, J. concedes that "BALI" alone nlay vrll  be unregistrsble (id. at 131). 
"Windeyer, J. delightf~~lly took jiidicial notice of the fact that "Bali is not famed 

or knokn as n country where (brassiere31 arc made. Dalinese \+omen are no? noteahle 
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only to '"original registration". Section 61(1) \vould only ?ispose of an 
application based solely on the basis that registration of BILI-ER.1 cocld 
have been successfully opposed in 1947. Windeyer, J. then considered the 
meaning of the phrase "wrongly made or remaining" in s .  224 It lb). and 
read these words as raising two discrete questions. The first ?%as :.;l.iether s. 
61(1) protected the BALI-Br?A mark from challenge as beins '-:.rongIy made". 
The second was: "Is the mark now wrongly remaining in rk .~  I:e;'~ter?"~' 
Hi.; ZIonour adopted the view of Wynn-Parry, J. in the Pun. Przss P:iSlicatigns 
C U S P , ~ ~  that a mark can be held to be "-rvrongI;ly remaining* or?!!- -.\-hen -'it 
can be shown that its continuance (in the Register) offends sgain~:  the pro- 
lisions of some other section". Making the best sence he c;.::.! oE the -Act; 
Kindeyer, J. held that a mark wrongly remained if ' - ( a !  it ;\as zr the date 
of registration not registrable by reason of s. 28, and c t l  iFe chsracter or 
quality which made it not registrable stilI exists at the date \\h;.^~ a:) zyiication 
that it he expunged has to he de~ided".~'  

It is not insignificant that his E-Ionour quotes no author:? for  this con- 
clusion. Moreover, his Honour's conclusion does not fit comi2r:sbly vith his 
\iew of s. 61 (1). Having decided that s. 61 (1) conferred I aliS:ty ul o:? a mark 
unless (under exception f b ) )  it presently oflends s. 28. it r i  r,,:!d ssem neater 
to ground expungement upon that present offence instead ef reqxiring 2150 

that the original registration offended s. 28 by  reason of the Fre=ent!y oflzr~fi\e 
clualiiy. And what of marks which were properly registered z7d h3i.e zcqu i r~d  
defects such that they would not norv be registrable by rezso-1 oi oflending .. 2S? Such marks have no prescriptive valiclity under s. 61"lj. bt:t are not. 
apparently, expunged under Windeyer, J.'s formula. It is  sc>mitted t5at it is 
consistent with both principles of construction and the policy of t.?e -4ct that 
a mark "wronglp remains" if i t  presently &ends s. 28. Certeinly ca authorit>- 
compels a contrary 

In the event, Windeyer, J. decided that the B-4LI-BR-4 m a r t  did not 
offend s. 28 (a )  \$-hen first regi~tered.~"The onus of so ~ro\ i . r lg  :is; on the 
applicant seeking rectification (Berlei) ."" The  onus in espurgprne?: casrs has 
never been disputed. It has long beer1 held that where a m?rk kz. h e n  long 
registered, the court will give the registered oitrter the berefit oi zlrF doubt 
as to its validity.41 Rerlei had not discharged this onus. 

Likelikood of Conjusior~-Section 28 
Under Windeyer, J.'s formulation, Eerlei was ob l i~ed  to  ;,rove that the 

RA1,I-BRA mark offended s. 26 when registered 1191'71 ezd also that the 
offensive quality persisted at the date of Berlei's applicat:o:l i1968'i. Eerlei 
relied principally on s. 28(a) alleging that the BALI-RR-1 n a r k  u s s  "likely 
to deceive or cause confusion" in 1941 by reason of its ?!?on-tic similarity 
to the BERLEI mark. This phonetic similarity ~ ~ o u l d  presxmah!~ he the s m e  
in 1947 as  in 1968. While similar pronunciation of the ~\orifs Bal; cL'har!e!") 
and Berlei ("burly") was common, Berlei failed to prole likelihhod of con- 

% Id. at 134. 
aa (1948) 65 R.P.C. 19.3 at 200. This \iew i s  also adopted Ev Kerix. 02 T i d e  .llarkr, 

7 Ed. (1966) at 207 hnt ha5 hern severely rritirized hy the CrlYrt .l;?pes]. p s t  n. 

" (1968) C.I,.R. 1'18 at 135. 
%This \iew l l a ~  not been adopted by Graham, J. i supra  n. I'2r an.! Court Q! 

Appeal in the  G.E. Case (supra n. 103). It has now been sans : l ine? b) the IIowe of 
I m d s  in that case. 

"'Supra n. 37 at 140. 
"S. 59 deems a mark valid "unless the r0ntrar.i is :';o;-n". By co?tr?-t the 
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fu3ion in the relevant c o ~ ~ s u m e r  public.""bsence of evidence of actual con- 
fusion a t  the date of registration was not fatal to Berlei7s case because proof 
of likelihood of confusion at  the date of proceedings could supply the wisdom 
of hindsight to enable the court to find a deceptive potential at an earlier 
t ime .*The  need to furnish evidence of deceptiveness at  the time of registra- 
tion results from Windeyer, J.'s decision that a mark must offend s. 28 when 
registered. Evidentiary difficulties may be severe." His Honour's approach 
mitigates these difficulties, but invites a confusion of non-contemporaneous 
commercial circumstances. Adduction of any etidence of likelihood of con- 
fusion is fraught ti-ith difliculties. Berlei tendered aftidavit evidence of "trap- 
orders" of the kind used in passing off ~ a s e s . ~ W h i l e  Windeyer, J. described 
these as "a common and entirely legitimate procedu~e",'~ they tended only 
to show that Berlci benefited from such confusion as existed and its locus 
standi as an  "aggrieved person" was thereby jeopardi~ed."~" 

The question under s. 28(a)  is whether "there will be a confusion in the 
mind of the public which will lead to confusion in the goods"."7 Windeyer, J. 
confirmed that the test was objective in the sense that neither "to deceive" 
nor "to cause confusion" necessarily predicates intentioncd m i ~ r e ~ r e s e n t a t i o n . ~ ~  
Finally, Windeyer, J. noted that s. 33, which disqua!ifies for registration marks 
which are 'Lsubstantially identical with or deceptively similar to7' marks already 
rcgistcred, could not avail Berlei because of the prescriptive validity of 
s. Gl(1) .  The eacacy of this decision is doubtful in the fact of s. 6 / 3 )  which 
equates the test of "deceptive similarity" in s. 3 3  with that on '-likelihood to 
deceive or cause confusion" in s. 28 (a ) .  

The major questions left open by his Honour's judgment are, finally, the 
viability of his formulation of the ground for expungement, and the exhaustive- 
ness of this formulation. 

T H E  ENGLISH BALI CASE4$ 

This case also involved the Bali company of Kew York (Bali) and the 
Berlei conipany oE Unitcd Kingdom (Berlei L7.K.). Cerlei V.K. obtained 
registration of its mark in 1924. Hali obtained registration O F  the rvorcl BALI 
set in a device in 1938 and sold small numbers of its products hearing the 
mark between 1935 and 1939 when wartime importation restrictions inter- 
kened to prevent use of its mark by Bali until 1959, In  1960 Bali applied to 
register the worcl BALI simpliciter. Rerlei U.K. opposed this application and 
also sought to expunge the earlier mark on the grounds of non-use and that 
the original registration of the RALI mark in 1938 offended against s. 11 of 
the English Act.50 

I 3  As to what con.;titrites the reletant see p o ~ t  n. 85 
h? Supra n. 37 at 138. 
44 As highlighted by the C.E. Case \ \here over eixty years s rpara t~c l  initial regiitra- 

lion and expungernent procredings. 
45 Typicnlly, a Bali hraqciere ;\a+ asked for in shops that d~r! not stock t h ~ m  ancl a 

Rerlri i t rm t ~ n d r r e , l  in reiponse 
&It Supra n. 37 at  136. 
'*as. E2 reqliirei that the applicant for expungement be a .'person aggrie\ed", a5 to 

which see Pozcell's Trade 1l1arX C u e  (1891.) A.C. 8 at 10. AIarket adbaritage ii;, how- 

C.L.R. 148 at 140 (pace Diplock, L. J. post n. 77). 
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Cecision of Ungoed-Thomas, f. and Court of Appeal 
Ungoed-Thomas, J., on appeal from the RegistrarFl dismissed the non- 

user as justified by special circumstances, but confirmed in favour of Berlei 
that the E-4LI mark should be expunged. He held, on the issue of fact, that 
there was such a similarity between the BXLf and BERLEl marks, especially 
such phonetic similarity, that a substantial likelihood of deception or confusion 
existed Loth at the date of first registration (29.38) and at the date of the 
rectification proceedings (1960) ." &lore importantly, on the issue of Iaw, his 
Lordship held that a mark could be expunged on at  least two grounds: 
( a )  that the mark had a potential to deceive or cause confusion at. the date 

of registration, or 
(b)  that since the date of registration the mark had become deceptive by 

reason of circumstances over which the registered proprietor had ~ont ro l . "~  
On appeal to the Court of AppeaI,j4 it was held (Denning. hl.R., Salmon, 

L.J., with Diplock, L.J. dissenting) that: 
(1) the onus of proving that the BALI mark was likely to cause confusion 

was on Rerle; U.K.j5 
(2) in determining whelher such a likelihood existed at the date of regisrra- 

tion, evidence that deception existed at the date of the application for 
rectification, or even at the date of the proceedings, was adnlissible and 
relevant;56 and 

(3) Berlei U.K. had not discharged its onus. In  so holding. their Lordships 
Here sceptical of "trap-order" evidence led by Berlei U.K. (as Tindeyer, 
J. had been) and were less impressed \+-it11 evidence of this nature, no 
matter how copious, than with their own unaided appreciation of 
phonetic similarity or dissimilarity in the marks." Bali's e\-idence of 
buyers and retailers wl-io stocked both brands and were not confused, 7t.a~ 
similarly unin~pressive.~~ 

On the issue of l~ii, Lord Denning assurned, without discussion, that the 
lelevant date to consider likelihood of confusion >bas tile date of first registra- 
t i ~ n . ~ ~  Salmon, L.J. agreed, and pointed out that since actual user was not a 
preconclition to registration, actual instances of confusion at the date of regis- 
tration would not necessarily he available as e~idence."~ Diplock, IJ.J. inolv 
I a r d  Diplock) disqented on this issue of law but, in view of his finding of 
fact that the EALI mark toas likely to cause confusion hofh in 1938 
1960, did not voice a definitive view on thc law. His view xras. hol\exer. that 
the date of the rectification proceedings nas  the relevant date. 
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JJecision of House of Lords 
The House of Lords unanimously affirmed the view of Diplock, L.J. on 

the question of fact and restored the decision of Ungoed-Thomas, J.61 Their 
Lordships all thought that the majority in the Court of Appeal had been 
too impressed by the paucity of evidence of actual instances of confusion 
adduced by Berlei U.K. I t  was held that the judicial ear was, whether or not 
aided by evidence, perfectly attuned to perceive whether it was obvious that 
deception and confusion would be likely to result from the use of both the 
8.4LI and BERLEI marks in a competing trade.6This was described by I,ord 
l'i'ilberforce as "the plain, common sense Lord Guest went so far  a s  
to say that phonetic similarity (at lcaat i n  this case) gave rise to a "p ima  
jacie inference of confusion" and that the evidence led by Bali from witnesses 
who had not been confused was not suficiently strong to rebut this prima facie 
inferen~e.~ '  Their Lordships also strongly objected to the argument that the 
applicant for expungement must adduce not merely evidence of actual con- 
fusion, but eridence of confusion dcltrirrtentaZ to tho applicant's business?' 
This argument was suggested by Lord Denning in the Court of Appeal \$hose 
juilgment appeared to ernphasise the fact that there was "no evidence of any 
single instance of any person being confused to the detriment of (Bcrlei 
U.K.)"e6 and by Salmon, L.J. who pointed out that Berlei U.K.'s "trap-orders" 
did not reveal a situation "to the prejudice of the Rerlei company . . . and 
hardly (one) to the prejudice of the 

Their Lordships did, however, approve of the approach of the Court of 
Appeal that, given that the enquiry was as to the likelihood of deception at 
the date of registration, "evidence tending either to probe or  disprove 
deception in much later periods (lid not become irreievant ( h ~ ~ t )  could be 
imr~ortant".~"~~'i'Iying such evidence, the IIouse heir1 that the BALl mark 
was prone to deceive and ordered that it be expunged iron1 the register. 

The Issue of Law 
Ungoed-Thomas, J. held that a mark could be expunged if proved likely 

to deceive or  cause confusion either 
l a )  at the date of registration, or  
(1,) at a subsequent date, hut only ii the deception J$as clue to supervening 

circumstances over which the owner had contr01.'~ 

In so deciding, his Lordship rcliecl upor1 the conclusion of Wynn-Parry, J. 
in the Pan Press Prtblications Case where it \+as said that, apart from any 
express pro~isiorl in the Act, the court ~irill not clirect espurigement of a mark 
"of which it cannot be suggested that it was calculated to deceive uhen it was 
registered . . . but which in coulse of time through circumstances o ter  which 

- 
(1969) R.P.C. 472 hetore Lords l lorr is  of Borth-Y-Gest, Guest, IJpjohn, Wilberforce 

and Pearson. 
" I d .  a t  485 per Lord 3Iorri5. 

Id. at 498. 
Id. a t  492. 

"The  attitude of the IIo~r+e of Lords is hest expresced by Lord hiorris: ''That the 
r.idence did not pniititely proke that there had been caqes where dctrirnent or financial 
loas had actrlnlly been caused to Rerlei rcras immaterial. V h a t  has to be cons id~red  
is . . . likelihood of tlecrption or confrision in the mind of the (1967) R.P.C. 
472 at 486 

"(1968) R.P.C. 126 at 431. 
mid. at 411. Winde\er, 3. made similar ol~ser\.ations as to the absence of aroof of 

commercial detriment to Rerlei's Lusiries\, 1)nt dismissrd speculation a s  to th r  com- 
mercial motite b ~ h i n d  the expungement applicatioxi as  being i ~ r e l e v a ~ l t  (supra n. 1 
at  136). 

""id. a t  483 per Lord ;\Io~ris. This \vds also the 5ien of V'ir'indeycr, J., supra n. 46. 
W Supra n. $3. 
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the owner of the mark has had no control has become caIcuIated to deceive"." 
lVynn.Parry, J. relied on the decision of Eve. I. in  the "Gripe-Faier'' Ca~er.?' 

Ungoed-Thomas, J. also referred to the Bowden Wire (where 
deceptiveness occurred by reason of user of :be mark licensed by the owner) 
and Thorne R- Sons v. Pinms  Ltd.T"(.ihere deception arose from a statement, 
forming part of the mark itself, rendered misleading by change of user of the 
mark). These cases are cliscussed below. Ungoed-Thomas, J. also considered 
that if a mark wsts disentitled to "the protection of a court of justice" h>- 
reason of its being deceptive at the date of registration, then it should be 
removed, notwithstcrnding that subseqr~ent efents "might since have entitled 
it to such protection" ancl to registration at a later time. Ilis LorJsI~ip cite< 
Peddir's Apptication.7Vhe "subsequent events" relied on in that case as 
proof of loss of deceptibeness were slight and corlsisted of allegedly honest 
concurrent user for less than three years. This is a veak case of "cured 
deceptiveness". The point cannot really be said to be decided.55 

I)iplock, L.J. in the Court of Appeal (dissenting) disagreed ni th  the 
decision of Wy~n-Par ry ,  J. in Pan  P u b l i c a t i o r ~ s ~ ~  on the basis that i t  was 
based on the decision of Eve, J. i n  the " G r i p e - 1 7 a t e i '  Case which Jias super- 
seded by the replacement of the expression "to deceive" (which his Lordship 
~hought imported an element of "culpabiIitl;") by the phrase "to deceive or 
cause confusion" (which imports no such c ~ l ~ a b i l i t y j . ' ~  His Lordship has 
since then resiIec1 from this view in  the C.E. Ccse. Diplock, L.J. also pointed 
to the present tense of "offencls" in s. 13 (our s, 61(1) (b ) )  and concluded 
that this pointed strongly to the date of the proceedings being the proper 
date at which to determine deceptiveness. If the date of repistration \\ere 
the reletant date under paragraph (b ) ,  the natural \rap of expressing this 
\rould be to say "unless that registration i a i  was obtained by fraud. or (b )  
offended against the provisions of section 11. . . ."'S There is epistemologicaI 
cogency in  his Lordship's argument. 

The House of Lords was not obliged to decide the issue of lau ." Lord 
Upjohn, however. surveyed the legislative history and operation of s. 11 and 
ex1)ressed the view that, while the common law principles relating to passing 

---_--l_--_l -- 
'V19%83 65 R.P.C. 193 at  201. This statement is adoptetl by Rer!:-, op. ~ i t .  supra n. 

{h  at  3-19. The   par^ Press P~~bl icar ionr  Case cancernrtl the mark "Pan RooLs" w-ith a 
(leiice representing the  Greek God, registered for books. F.\pungernent \+as sought on 
the grourld that the mark wrongly remained on thr  register and the appl~cant  ~ o m p a n v ,  
faihng to prova l iht l~hood of deception at  the date of regiqtratroq, siluglit to argue 
that the rnalk had, by reason of its otLn uie  of the rnark since its re$-rration, becnnze 
dccepti\e. Wqnn-Parry, J. rejected the general proposition that xbhe~e the elidence 
qho~red a mark had hecome calculated to drceire it bllould he ;pcu fact0 remnred. 
t l t l .  at 200). 

Woodl~ard v. Roultox Macro (1915) 32 R.P.C. 113. This cacrL co~icerned a mstL 
\\hich had t)econre deceptive in the  sense of "non-distincti\e" since the date of original 
registration b e c a r ~ s ~ ,  through no fault of its owner, the word "gripe-\raterw liar1 conie 
to be used by the general public to devcribe any  specific for gripe-. 1-03s of dis- 
tinctiteness due to common usdge has since been legislatirely proy.ided for e.g. by 
q. 56(1) of ortr Art (supra n. 10).  

(1914) 31 R.P.C. 385. 
'' (1909) 26 R.P.C. 221. 
'' (1941) 61 R.P.C. 31. This rase concerned the maik "Supa\ite", lcgi:'-ied f ~ l r  

nledlcated litamin preparations, which xras held to he xtrongl! rrgistcri.tl by rracon of 
prior-registration and use of the math 'Superl i ta" hy the applrcznt for r \ p t i t i ~ r ~ n e n t  

'"The decision is only that of The Comptroller-General s i t t ~ n g  a, E r g a t t a r  of 
Trdtlr h1arl.s. 

Fb 

-- S I I ~ J ~ ( L  n. 70. 
" (1968) R P.C. 4 6  nt 431. IVirrde>er, J. dizagreetl ul th this cont1a.ion (~zcpra n. 12). 
" Ibid. 
7" ' flreir J+or(!-i~~~)s agreed to approach the  caqe on the bazis that i f  Rezlri L h 

~ o u l d  prore Iikrlthood of deception in 1938 i t  co~rltl, n fortiorz, p ro le  cut h 3 liActihooti 
in  1960 by rea:on of non-u-e by Eali of its =ark 1,rtw-en 1939-1059. ( I d .  at :nab. 
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~ f :  give some colour to s. 11, the court need not find something akin to 
passing off before holding a mark to Ee deceptive. The recent suggestion by 
Buckley, J. i n  the Transfermatic CaseS0 that a person seeking expungement 
must show grounds for a successful injunction on grounds of passing off, 
was strongly disapproved." Citing cases pre-dating first enactment of s. 11, 
his Lordship stated that, at common law, no evidence of recognition by the 
public was required in order to prove that a distinctive mark was in use 
as a trade mark before lS75.8"ection 11, like its predecessors, was designed 
not so much to protect reputations of traders inter se, as to protect the pub1ic.b3 
It is clear that "the puhlic" refers to that part of the general public which 
ccrnstitutes the relevant market in the goods bearing the mark in suit. Dicta 
to the effect that deception must be likely "amongst a substantial number of 
persons"8q constitute a judicial gloss which must be "sensibly" applied to the 
special circumstances of each case.= It is sufficient that a large number of 
persons in the relevant buying public would conclude that the products of 
two producers come from the same source if the mark in suit were to remain 
on the register. 

THE G.E. TRADE MARE; CASEfiG 

The General Electric Company of the United Kingdom (hereafter G.E.C.) 
fiad since 1903 sold a wide range of electrical goods in the U.K. bearing a 
mark comprising the letters GEC in script. The GEC mark was registered in 
1906 and had become widely known. General Electric Company of New York 
(hereafter G.E.) was an American company unrelated to the English company, 
which manufactured, inter alia, a similarly wide range of electrical goods 
which i t  sold in America and the U.K. under a mark consisting of two letters 
GE in stylized lettering inside an ornaments! circle called a "rondel". G.E. 
registered the GE rondel mark in England in 1907 but the volume of its 
sales under that mark in the United Kingdom was smaIl in relation to sales 
by G.E.C. The size and notoriety of both companies in their countries of origin 
was substantial." About 1960, after failing to obtain G.E.C.'s agreement to 
the uqe of the GE rondel mark on certain houcehold electrical appliances, G.E. 
incorporated a wholly-owned subsidiary in the United Kingdom to make and 
sell its goods under a new mark, hIONO-GE-GRAM, in ~khich the GE rondel 
appeared. In 1965 it sough: to further penetrate the U.K. market in partnership 
with a British concern in a joint venture company styled Simplex-G.E. Ltd. 
cshich was registered as a user of the GF: rondel mark and sold its switchgear 
braring the mark SIMPLEX-GE. 

(1966) R.P.C. 563. 
(1969) R.P.C. at  4.35. 

" Id. a: 495. 
%"E.c. The Hocis Case: Smith Huvden cP- Co.'s Annlication (1945) 63 R.P.C. 97 aer . ' 

~ \ e r s h e &  5. at 101. 
ss (1969) R.P.C. 4 at 495. Lord Upjohn rited Ruckley, J. in the Transfermatic Case 

(rartra n. 49) with aonroral. There the znods consisted of sonhisticated motor car . . 
n;=emLly equipment and the rclrtant puhlic n a s  held to consist 01 '-senior executivrs" 
In  the U.K. motor industry. Contrast the Hotis Caje (supra n. 84) ~ r h e r e  "British house- 
~%: \e s  in general" constituted the market. Also see Windeyer, J. (supra n. 1) at 139 
>there his Honour considers the re le~ant  publ~c  to be "those rvho normally huy 
brassieres". 

&' (1969) R.P.C. 418 before Graham, J .  and (1970) R.P.C. 339 in the Court of 
Appeal. 

b71d. at 435. The American G.E. is oiten ranked amonpt  the ?O largest companies 
in the ~vorld. 
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In 19G9 G.E.C. sought rectification of the register by the removal of the 
1907 registration of the CE rondeI mark on two grounds: 
1. that the public was likely to be deceived as to the origin of goods bearing 

either the MONO-GE-GRAM or SlblPLEX-GE marks, and 
2. that the 1907 registration did not covcr srvitchgear and, by licensing 

Simplex-G.E. to use the GE rondel outside of G.E.'s own registration, it 
had rendered the mark invalid so  that it wrongly remained on the register. 

The Decisiolz of Cruham, J .  
At first instance Graham, J., on the first p o u n d  held that despite the 

\oluminous evidence tendered on its behalf, C.E.C. had failed to s h o ~  a 
 ernl line likelihood of deception arising from the concurrent re8stration and 
use of the two marks. His Lordship distinguished deception arising from use 
of the marks from that likdy to arise from the company names themsel.;es.-" 
Traders ~ v h o  chose to use broadly descriptive words as part of their names 
could not expeck to gain broad protection, as was explained by Lord Simonds 
in the Ofice Cleaning Case.sVraham, J .  reasoned that since both the GE 
and GEC marks suggest the words "General Electric" ~vhich is equalfy 
descriptive of both companies, neither could complain of confusion caused 
hy the companies7 namcs as distinct from their marks per sePO The dicium of 
Lord Simonds appears in the context of a case of passing off under the common 
law. Graham, J. appears to import this rationale into the trade marks legs- 
lation. It is suhmitted, however, that the rationale of trade marks legislation 
is different, being based on protection of the public rather than traders in-ter 
se,"' and presupposes ti~ar every mark can be designgted as either likely or 
not likely to deceive or  cause confusion at  any given moment. 

Graham, J. dismissed the expungement application so far as it Tras based 
011 thiq first ground. This decision was unanimously r e~e r sed  by the Court of 
A ~ ~ p e a l ~ ~  where it was held that the GE mark was likely to deceive a very 
>uhsiantiaI portion of the public at the date of the proceedings. (1967) It 
was emphasized, as in the 6ali that too much importance should not 
be attached to the paucity of e5idence of actual instances of deception or  
confusion. As a matter of law, Graham, J. considered that he had poxger to 
rernove marks which did not offend against s. 11 four  s. 28) at the date of 
original registration hut ~vhicli had s ~ t b s e q ~ ~ e i ~ t l y  come to offend agairrst s. 11 
at the time of expungement proceedings. His Lordship expressed four xiews 
on the operation of s. 11 which are strictly obiier dicta since his Lordship 
failed to find evidence of a deceptive potential in the GE rondel mark at  
its date of registration thus treating the mark as properly registered in 1907. 
In his Lordship's view : 

( a )  The question under s. 13 (our s. 61(1)) was '-Does the tmde nark 
offend now against s. ll?" (our s. 28) .94 

(b) If the answer is "Xo", then the original registration rannot be 
aLtacLed (absent fraud)" after seven years. 

- 
Id. at 443. 

'"Ofice Cleaning Ser~icrs  Ltd. 1. F e r t m i n ~ t e r  Findow 8- Genrral Clenners Ctd. 
11916) 63 R.P.C. 39. 

* (1969) R.P.C. $18 a t  413. 
" See I,ord IJpiohn supra n. 83. 
'' (1970) R.P.C. 339 at 373 (per  Salmon, L.J.) at  352: ( ~ e r  Xinn,  L.J.) and at. 38% 

( p e r  Cross, L.J.). 
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(c) If the answer is "Yes" then the original registration can be attacked 
on any ground notwithstanding registration of seven years' standiug. If this 
is so, the whole of s. 1 3  (our s. 61 (1) ) protection is negated, but Graham, J. 
went on to qualify his biew by saying: "The mere answer 'yes' does not mean 
that the mark shouId automaticaIly be removed . . . because it is necessary to 
go on to show that the original registration was invalid on some ground and 
that discretion should be exercised to remove it.'''G 

(d)  Graham, J. further asserted that the court has clear power to remove 
a mark which is "wrongly remaining" quite apart from s. 11 and s. 13. He  
disagrees with the vie~v of Wynn-Parry, J. in Pan Press PuClicntions Cases7 
that a mark can only be removed as being wrongly remaining if i t  offends 
against some other section in the Act. For Graham J., the words "wrongly 
rernaini~g" are "very apt to describe the state of affairs when a mark 
ctriginally properly registered has become deceptive or confusing since regis- 
t r a t i ~ n " . ~ ~  If the words "wrongly remairling" were to mean only "wrongly 
registered;', they would clearly be superfluous. I-Iis Lordship pointed to the 
clesirability of maintaining the purity of the register for the public of the 
present rather than the public of the past. 

Decision oj C o u r ~  of Appeal 
On this issue of law, the Court of Appeal unanimously upheld Graham, J.'s 

xiew (d )  above and in fact went further to say that there was power to 
expunge a mark if, subsec~unnt to registration, it became likely to deceive or  
cause confusion, whether or  not caused by fault on the part of the registered 
owner." Their Lordships a!so expressly disse~ltecl from the view of Kynn-  
Parry, J. in  the I)an Press Pz~blications Case.loo Their Lordships followed 
instead Neville, J. in Thorne & Sons v. Pirnrn~.'~l 

I: is to be noted that Graham, J. did not deal with the question whether 
a vaIid!y registered mark can, or  shculd a s  a matter of discretion, be 
expunged where its subsequznt deceptive capacity arises through no fault of 
its orvncr. The Court of Appeal, therefore, goes further than Graham, J. For  
instance, Salmon, L.J. finds the principal mischief aimed a t  by s. 32 (our 
s. 22(1) ) to be  marks likely to deceive arrd finds no authority that such marks 
righliy remain registered, even if use of them constitules passing off, merely 
because they wcre validly registered.lo3 Salmon, L.J. expressly clisapproved 
of the xiew put f o r ~ ~ a r d  by Eve, J. in Voodzcard v. Boldton Illncrofo3 
(aclopted by Wynn-Parry, J. in the Pan P r ~ s s  Publicatior~s Cnse), that ~vhere 
a registered mark's deceptive quality arose after registration it could only be 
eul)ungerl if the deception was caused by some fault of the owner. Salmon, L.J. 
pointed out that the public mischief xvhich flows from deception per se is the 
same whether or not the deception is caused by a wrongful act either by the 
owner or a~lother.l*~ The fact that deception was caused by the acts of the 
applicant for espungement may well, however, be decisive in influencing the 
court to exercise it; cl::cretion whether or  not to expunge a deceptive mark. 

Mid. at 461. I t  is not clear whether, for a mark of three years' registration, our 
s. 60 would continue to protect the mark from invalidity on tile ground that it was 
"not a registrable trade mark" under s. 24 of our Act. 

" Prtnra n. 36. 
(1669) R.P.C. 418 at 461. 

68 (1970) R.P.C. 309 at 368 (ncr Salmon. L..I.) at  381 (oer Xinn. L.J.) and at  3R9 
t per Cross, L.J.) . 

Imfd. at 368 per Salmon, L.J. who reser~ed the point in the BALI Case hut is norv 
conbinted that Rrynn-Parry, J. was wrong, at 351 per Winn, L.J. and at 388 per Cross, 
I..J. .\iho, while agreeing uith Diplock, L.J. in the BALI Case, disagrees nith his reasons. 

101 S u o ~ u  n. 73. 
lo' IIZ.' at 366. 
lea Supm n. 71. 

( IO- iOl  R.P.C. 303 st ::68 
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The Licensing Objection 
The attribution and effect of fault becomes important in respect ta a 

second ground of appeal which, as Cross, L.J. observes, is dependant up011 
neither the existence of G.E.C. nor the possibi!ity of confusion with its mark.lo6 
G.E.C. argued that the GE rondel mark had been vitiated or "muddied7' by 
reason of ( I )  use of the registered mark in the "Mono-GE-Gram" mark by 
CE's wholly ownecl subsidiary without a registered user agreement, and (2) 
the licensing of the mark to the SimpIex-GE company for use on goods outside 
the classes in respect of zvhic1.1 i t  was registered. 

At common law it was orthodox doctrine, a t  least until the Leather Cloth 
Case in 1865,1hC that a trade mark owner could never assign or, a for t ior i ,  
license the use of his mark to another. The reason is to be found in the 
nature of a trade mark itself, being a mark indicative of the exclusive soorce 
or origin of goods. Thus a mark could only be assigned when the "origin is 
assigned lvith it",lW A naked assignment \ an  assignment "in gross") would 
expose the public to confusion as to the origin of the goods. It is clear 
that before provisions for registered user agreements (which first appeared in 
U.K. Act of 1938 and are substantially copied in  Part IX of our Trade &lark 
Act, 1955) any licence to use a trade mark ~ i t h o u t  an assignment of the good- 
will of the business or trade in connection with which i t  was used WILO~EY 
destroyed the validity of the mark at cornrnon law.lm A registered mark con- 
sists notionally of a common law mark protected by the general law 01 passing- 
off and a registered mark protected by and enjoying its monopoly under 
statute in respect only of the class of goods for which it is registered.ln" 
Registration of the mark is no bar to a passing ofi action which is usualIy 
available as an alternative rernedy.ll"~ven after the provisions for registered 
user, therefore, a mark could only he assigned without harm to its clistinctiie- 
ness, as a common law mark in strict accordance with the Act. Thus, if goods 
for which a registered mark was purporterlly licensed were not within the 
classification of goods for which it \\as registered, the mark would at common 
law be destroyed and, ergo,  "the indivisible registered mark would equally 
perish".lll 

Id. at 392. 
lW Leather Clolh Co. Ltd. v. The Arrlericun Leather Cloth C:o. Lttl (1865) 11 I1.L.C. 

523. 
lwpinto v. Eadmon (1891) 8 R.P.C. 181 a t  192 where a colnmon law trade mzlk is 

instructively referred to as not property hut "an accessory of property" in the "manu- 
facturing of the goods". 

'@Id. at  195. See also Bowden Fire Case (1914) 31 R.P.C. 385. 
lMIClontgornery a. Thompson (1891) A.C. 217 ( the  "Stones Ale" Case.) The fact that 

an injuxlction to restrain passing off effectively achieses wis-a-zis the party restrained the 
same protection conferred by registration is no bar to the equitable remedy (see Lord 
IIerschelt at 220). 

110 This is expressly stated in s. 2 of the U.K. Act. There is no similar provision in 
our Act, but the aailability of concurrent remedies i s  implied and qualified in S. 65 
which provides a statutory defence to a~sard  of clrrrnages for pas ing off involving regis- 
tered marks but does not afFect purely equitable relief. The ralidity of s. 68 under 
the Commonwealth's legislative power, conferred by s. 51 p l ac~ tun  (xriii) may be 
questioned. In both countries i t  is comrnon to add a claim of passing-on to an action 
for infringement. 

'I1 (1970) R.P.C. 339 at 382 (per Winn, L.J.). The stringency of the common 
law 1u1e is illustrated by the Bouden Fzre Cue, (1914) 31 R.P.C. 385. In t h ~ t  
case, the plaintiff, krhich made and sold bicycle brakes and brake 1virc.s under the 
registered "Bo\vLlen" mark, assigned its br8l.e manufacturing b~isiness and granted the 
assignee a licence to use the "Bowden" mark. The aisignee continued to use the mark 
after the licence expired but the plaintips action for infringement of its registered 
trade mark failed. The House of Lords held that the purported licence vitiated t!re 
registered mark since it no longer indicated that  the goods were the good3 of the 
~.epiitered proprietor. The exclusi\e d~stinrtiseness of the mark \bas destroyecl, and the 
pul~lic  liable to deception, hecause use of the mark had become disassociated from otcner- 
ship of the vark.  
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The Decision of the Court of Appeal re Licensing Objection 
The arguments advanced by G.E.C. in support of its objection to the 

method of licensing used by G.E. were as follows: 
1. that use of the GE rondel by the Mono-GE-Gram company vitiated the 

mark; ar?d 
2. that because switchgear was not within the class of goods for which the 

GE rondel lvss registered, G.E. had in fact licensed to the Simplex-G.E. 
company only a conlmon law mark, and had thereby vitiated both the 
common law mark and the registered mark. 

In both cases the mark was said to be vitiated because it had ceased to 
indicate a sole and exclusive origin of goods bearing the GE rondel. The 
arguments for G.E.C. were that a trade mark must still indicate the origin 
of goods, that its use on goods of a licensee must inevitably confuse the 
public, and that ibe only exception to the rule that a purported licence destroys 
the validity of a mark is a registered user agreement under the statute. The 
Court of Appeal unanimously rejected these arguments on the basis that G.E. 
had retained a degree of "quality cot~trol" over goods manufactured and sold 
bearing the GE rondel by its licensees, and that this L'quality control" amounted 
to a sufficient "connection in the course of trade" between the products and 
G.E. to satisfy the definition of a trade mark in the Act."' Winn, L.J. 
emphasized that G.E. retained such "quality control" by reason of its owner- 
ship of the I\iIono-GE-Gram company and by the terms of its licence agreement 
with the Simplex-G.E. company.113 It  is not clear, however, whether the mere 
fact that the licensee is a wholly or substantialIy owned subsidiary is sufficient 
to imply the necessary degree of "quality controI".I1' 

The principal authority relied upon by their Lordships was the Radiation 
Cme.l16 In that case the owner of the "Kadiaton" mark did not itself manu- 
facture and sell goods but was parent company to a family of associated and 
subsidiary companies which made a variety of electrical goods upon which the 
( 6  Radiation" mark was used. The parent company licensed its offspring to use 
the mark, but it also dictated their comrncrcial policies, and maintained its 
own "testing establishment" and inspection staff to ensure the standard of 
goods put out by the group. Distinguishing the facts of the Bowden F i r e  
Case,*" the Comptroller-General held thdt there was a sufficient connection 
arising from "quality control", between the registered owner of the mark and 
goods bearing the mark for it to cornply wit11 the definition of a "trade 
mark". The case, it should be noted, pre-dates the introduction in 1938 of 
provision for registration of user agreements. 

The Radiation Cme was affirrned by Lloyd-Jacob, J. in the Bostitch Trade 
rjlark Case in 19G3,117 a case decided under the 1938 Act. In this case, a 
foreign orvner of a registered mark so!d p o d s  (staplers) in England through 
a U.K. distributor. \'$'hen wartime importation of the foreign-made goods was 
inhibited, the distributor was licensed to make staplers and sell them under the 
"Ilostitch" mark. The distributor began using the mark on other goods 
and continued to do so after the licence was revoked. When the owner of 
the mark claimed infringement, the distributor sought expungemer~t 01 the 

lUld. a t  372 (per Salmon, L.J.), at 385 (per Winn, L.J.) and at 394 (per  Cross, L.J.). 
(See our s. 6(2)  .) 

id. at 385. 
='The RegBtrar in England deems it sufficient quality control in satisfying particulars 

of such control for purpose of registration of a user agreement under the  English 
equivalent of our s. 7412) (2). See Jones (post n. 123) at  407. 

(1330) 47 RP.C. 37. 
x'Supra n. 111. 
=' (1953) R.Y.C. 183. 
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registered mark on the ground that the user agreement had not been registered 
and its existence had invalidated the mark. Lloyd-Jacob, J. held that regis- 
tration of a user agreement under the Act was permissive, not mandatory.lXs 
It  was said that registration gave certain advantages (for example, a decision 
by the Registrar that the proposed degree of cIuslity control was adequatejll" 
hut that failure to register was not fatal to thc mark.lno 

The Court of Appeal followed the Bossitch and Radiation Cases, rejecting 
contrary dicta of Lords Sirnonds arld Jenkins in Oertli v. (a case 
decided after registered user provisions were introduced) to the eflect that an 
unregistered licence ipso Jacto destroyed the validity of the mark.122 

While the dangers of uncontrolled Iicensing of trade marks are obvious, 
the Court of Appeal's decision has been xvelcomed as a recognition of the 
conlmercial realities of the use of c'group" or "house" marks as a contemporary 
marketing technique.l3 Ahreover by declining to hold that a licence to use 
a common law mark (for example, Simplex-GE applied to switchgear) ips0  
fmto destroyed its distinctiveness as a trade mark, the Court of Appeal has 
further eliminated the fauii notion from this area of trade mark laxi. Such 
a licence is, ex hypotliesi, a deliberate act of the registered o\cner who sanc- 
tions use of his mark by another in a manner which is at least potentially, apt 
to expose the public to deception. It also follows from the decision that a 
common law mark need not denote the esclusive origin of goods but need only 
denote a "connectior~ in the course of trade", which connection may be fulfiiied 
by quality control of goods bearing the mark by the owner of the mark 
(whether registered or unregistered). The common law position is thus 
parallel with that under the statute.12& Moreover, the conlmon law mark may 
lose its distinctiveness without necessariIy affecting validity of the registered 
mark?= 

Decision of House of Lords 
The decision of the House of Lords, allowing the appeal by G.E. from 

the decision of the Court of Appeal, 1i7as delivered (after a hearing of some 
three weeks) on 26th April, 1972 and is as yet unreported. The decision is 
rcrndrkable in that it is a unanimous decision, delirered by Lord Diplock 

'*The U.K. provisions (s. 28) are identical with s. 84 in Part S of our Act. Both 
sections require disclosure to the Registrar of sholring the degree of cont~ol 
by the registered proprietor over the permitted use which (the user agreement) \rill 
confer". 

11B Proposed quality control must be revealed under s. 74(2) ( a )  of our Act. 
Fee Kerly, op. cit. supra n. 3G, 30 where the learned author notes the ease with uhich 
ingenuine quality control will suEce for s. 74(2) purposes. 

'=In the Bostitch Case not only were all specifications and specimen components 
~rsed by the licensee (the distributor) to manufacture its staplers supp1led by the foreign 
cwner, hut all "essential" (i.e. specialized) components were supplied to the licensee 
which made only the non-essential ("commonly procurable") components. This n a s  a 
strong case of quality control. The owner of the mark was said to "impose its identity" 
on the goods of the licensee. 

Moreover Lloyd-Jacob, J. found that the licensee in tlie Bostitch Ccse, by adverticing 
its goods as being those of the o5vner of the mark, had itself "maintained a connection 
in the course of trade between the goods aod the registered owner" (id. at 196). It 
is doubtful whether such advertising alone could su&ce to maintain t h ~  nece5sary 
"connection in the course of trade". '1Vhnt i s  d e a r  is t h t  the  degree of "quality control" 
exercised by G.E. in relation to the goods of the Nono-GE-Grain and Simpfeu-C.E. 
companies was considrrnbly slighter than in the Bmtitch Ccse. 

(1957) R.P.C. 385. 
any case, their Lordships merely state what was conceded by Counsel and the 

matter was not argued for decision. 
'%See Gareth Jones' paper, "Tmde Marks ant1 Trade Secrets" collected in Law R- 

The Connonu;ealth, The Occasional Papers OT Fourth Cornrnonrvealtb Law Conference 
in New Delhi, 1971, 393 at 437. 

lU (1969) R.P.C. 418 a t  454 (per Graham, J . ) .  
lSdId.  at  '159, and see (1970) R.P.C. 339 at 384 (per Cross, LJ.f. 
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with the concurrence of Lords Reid, Simon of Glaisdale and Kilbrandon. Lord 
Reid does indicate, however, that he would have preferred to reach the same 
conclusion by a "shorter and simpler route" by approving the view of Eve, J. 
ir: Woodward v. Boulton hiacrol" (of which Lord Diplock is critical in some 
respects) .In Lord Diplock's judgment is remarkable for its close epistemo- 
logical analysis, for its enlphssis on the legislative history of the relevant 
statutory provisior~s, and for its scant concern with the extensive array of 
case law surrounding these statutory provisions. These features, taken together 
with the unanimity of their Lordships, clearly indicate an attempt to cut 
through the confusion surrounding relevant statutory provisions and to deliver 
a definitive guide for interpreting and interrelating these protisions. More- 
over, it is not only with confusion arising from the efforts of judges that 
Lord Diplock was ~ 0 n c e r n e d . l ~ ~  His Lordship's criticism of piecemeal legis- 
lative efforts applies equally to our Trade Marks Act, 1955. Moreover, because 
of the adoption into our Act of various English amerldmeilts over the years, 
Lord Diplock's analysis of common law and legislative history is equally 
important to our Act, In several respects his Lordship's judgment is of 
direct guidance notwithstanding differences between the wording of particular 
sections of the U.K. Act and our own. 

The Judgment oj Lord Diploclc 
It was not coritended on appeal that, at the time when the GE rondel was 

originally registered (1907), its use was likely to cause confusion so that its 
original registration would have been i n ~ a l i d  under s. 11 (our s. 28). This 
contention had been dismissed by Graham, 3. for want of evidence.12"uch 
a contention xvould have given rise to a "hypothetical question . . , (which) 
looks to the future use of the matter as a trade mark and embraces any normal 
and fair use which, as registered proprietor, the applicant (for registration) 
~ o u l d  be entitled to make of it in the ordinary course of trade in respect 
of goods of the class for which it is registered". Lord Diplock refers to the 
decision of the House in the Bali Case, wheie it was said that, although current 
use of the BALI mark was restricted to tailor-made corsets, the continued 
registration of both marks would entitie each proprietor to use their marks 
in future on both ready-made and tailor-made corsers in competition for the 
same markets.13" 

Since there rras nothing wrong with the original registration of the GE 
rortdel, it could iiot be expunged as an entry "wrongly made" and the main 
question in the appeal was whether, as a result of subsequent events, the mark 
had become by the date of proceedings an entry "wrongly remaining on the 
register". The two bases upon which it was argued that the CE rondel wrongly 
remained on the register were- 
(1) that it had become likely to lead to confusion, and 

. - 
'% Supra n. 71. 
m A s  h e  was alone in this view, Lord Reid thought no useiul purpose would be 

served by setting out his separate reasons and indicated general agreement with the 
judgment of Lord Diplock. 

His Lordship stated that "it may well be a legitimate criticicm of our methods of 
drafting le~islation that in order to ascertain the meanl~lg of an Act of Parliament paswd 
in 1358, i t  should be necessary not only to consider its legislative hiqtory over the 
previous sixt>--three years but also to enzage in what other systems of law might be 
leqartlecl as antiquarian research, namely the state of the comnlon Ixrv as it existed 
beiore the first Act to alter it was passed nearly one hundred years ago. Rut . . . the 
Act of 1938 . . . becomes intelligible only when this course, which is a well recognized 
aid to statutory construction, is adopted." 

Supra n. 80. 
IglEfis Lordship could only rely on the deci-;ioo of Lord Morris, (1969) R.P.C. 472 

at 486. The same view  as s:ated hy Diuon, 1. in the Southern Crosr Rc/n'grrnt;o:r Co. Cnsc, 
(195f) 91 C.L.R. 592 at 608. 
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( 2 )  that the circumstances in which that likelihood of confusion arose were 
such as to disentitle the mark to ..protection in a court of justice" under 
s. 11 (our s. 28). 
Lord Diplock stated that where the question of likelihood of confusion 

arises upon an application to expunge a mark \+hich has been the subject of 
substantial use, absence of evidence of actus1 confusion is "a potent factor" 
i n  determining whether the court shouId exercise its discretion to expunge, 
hut lvill not he  conclusi~e. Absence of actual confusion may be explained lty 
special circumsta~~ces affecting past use of the mark, but, in arty case, proof 
of actual confusion provides only a "strong indication that continued cortfusiolr 
is likely". The relevant hypothetical question in this context, which must be 
anssiered affirmatively before the couit will ha le  pori7cr to expunge. rernains 
the plospective query: "WouIJ any nornlal and fair fztture use of the mark in 
the course of trade be likely to cause cleception or confusion?" 

In answering this question, evidence from the relevant trade and market- 
place is "essential". Subject to his assessing the credibility of such e~idence,  
a judge should not supplement it \\ith his o\\7n subjective view or his own 
'.idiosyncratic knowledge and temperament" for  the issue remains a '.jury 
question". Moreover, there is no reason for difterentiating confusion arising 
because the mark is associated with the name of a manufacturer it0 which 
some other manufacturer's name is similar) from corlfusion arising from the 
iliherent nature of the mark, its design or #orcling. Section 11 is wide enough 
to embrace "confusion" resulting from any such association. "The essence of 
a trade mark is the association that it bears i n  the mind of a potential buyer 
of the goods to which it is applied."131 Applying these considerations to the 
facts before him, Lord Diplock was convinced that there would be a like- 
lihood of corlfusion among a subctantial number of members oE the public?" 

The Issue of Lazu 
Having found a presently existing likelihood of confusion arising from 

current use oi  a mark which was properly registered, his Lordship then 
considered the question whether, and upon nhat  grounds, that mark could 
be expunged as a mark "wrongly remaining on the register". His Lordship 
summarized the legal status of such a mark in four conclusions: 
i 1) The fact of registration is prima facie evidence of the validity of its 

original registration and the right of its owner to exclusive use of the 
mark subject only to any rights 01 concurrent user. 

12) If the mark was likely to cause confu~ion when first ~egistered, i t  may 
be expunged as a registration "wrongly made" unless at that time tile 
owner would have bern entitled to registration by reason of his honest 
concurrent user prior to the date of original registration. 

( 3 )  If likelihood of causing confusion did not exist at  the date of first regis- 
tration but resulted from events occurrinp bet~ceen that date and the 
date of the expungement application, the mark rrmy not be erpunged as 
an  entry wrongly remaining urlless the likelihood of causing conf~~sion 
resulted from some b la rne tc~r th~  acL of the registered proprietor of tJlc 
mark (or a predecessor in title). 

(it) Where a mark is liable to be expunged undcr (2) or (3). the court has 
a discretion whether or not to expunge it, and as to any cottclitions to 
he imposed in the event of its being to remain on the regi~ter. 
His Lordship found, accordingly, that there was not such  blame^+-orthy 

conduct hy G.F.. "as xuould amount to an equitnhle grouncl for disentitlinf: 

'" Pare Graham, J. a t  first instance. Supra n. 90. 
'39Cotrfirming the Court of Appral on thiq point, supra n. 92. 
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(the company) to protection for the use of the mark". Tfiere was therefore: 
no ground in law for expunging the mark and no question of discretion arose. 

The House of Lords has, in conclusion (3) above, upheld the view of 
Neville, J. in Thorne v. Pirnrnsl" that s. 11 authori~es removal of marks which 
have become deceptive since registration as a result oi wrongful conduct of 
the proprietor. Neville, J. decided that s. 11 applied to events happening after 
the date of registration, and in the case before him, in which the o.rvner7s 
blameworthy conduct caused the mark to become deceptive, expungernent 
"must follow as a matter of course".'3"he House of Lords has confirmed 
that such blameworthy conduct is a necessary and, i t  seems, sufficient condition 
of the court's power to expunge. Lord Diplock's reasoning makes it quite 
clear that it is not suficient that su?,sequent deceptiveness occurs because of 
e.rents over which the owner might have or did have control. It is necessary 
that the owner should have caused, or Leen party to, some blameworthy 
conduct. It is not yet clear whether the owner might be fixed with the blame- 
worthy coilduct of another of which he had notice and which he took no 
steps to prevent, or whether "blameworthy conduct" could be of a passive 
nature, such as failure to pursue infringers.13J 

Reasoning Relevant to t ? ~  Australian Act 
So much of the reasoning by which Lord Diplock was led to conclusion 

(3)  above as is relevant to the interpretation of our Act of 1955 can be 
eumrnarized as follolvs: 

(1) Section 32 (our s. 22(1) ( b ) )  is not a merely procedural section relating 
exclusively to express powers of removal conferred by other sections.136 
Furthermore the words ''wrongly remaining" do not give the court a 
discretion to remove any mark the continued registration of which the 
court considers contrary to the policy of the Act notwithstanding that it 
does not offend against any specific prohibition, express or implied, 
containecl in the An entry validly made can only be expunged if, 
at the date of the application for expungement, its continued presence 
on the register is prohibited by virtue of some other provision, express or 
implied, which upon its true construction contains a prohibition. 

(2) Section il of the U.K. Act contains such a prohibition and relates both to 
the time of first registration and to the date of expungement proceed- 
ings. Section 11 commences with the words "It sllall not be larvful to 
register . . ." and the verb "to register", given its context in the Act 
and its history, refers not only to the initial registration but to its 
retention in the register. 

(1909) 26 R.P.C. 221. In that case Thome enjoyed a reputation as the maker 
of "Glen Thorne" whisky. Thorne bottled and sold its product in conjunction with 
Pimms who owned a restanrant chain and \rho had, with the agreement of Thorne, 
become the regi-terrd owner of the GLEN THORNE trade mark. No deception arose 
because the whisky bottled hy Pimms was Thorne's product. The mark became confusing, 
however, as  soon as Pimxns beean to bottle and sell other whisky under the GLEN 
THORSF, label. Thorne sued Pimms for passing off other ~vliisky under the GLEN 
TEIORKE label and also sought to expunse the registered mark. Clearly deception 
arore due to the rvrongful act of the owner, Pimms. 

'% Id. at  227. 
'=Pace Ungoed-Thorna~, J. sz~pra n. 63. Lord Diplock suggests that such blameworthy 

conduct might have atLen, i n  a case involving two proprietors of similar name or marks, 
if there existed "anything in the way of an enforceable agreement or estoppel" con- 
cerning the use of their respective names or marks, which one party had breached or 
sought to hrea~h.  

l2E.g. our S. S G ( 3 ) .  Taylor, J.'s view appears to be  too widely stated. Supra n. 11. 
w'fhe views of Graham, J. that (a)  a mark cannot be attacked unless it now 

offends s. 11, and that (b)  where s. 11 is now offended, ihe mark can be attacked 
on any ground, must now be qi~alified. (1969) R.P.C. 418, at 461 and see supra n. 95 
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The wording of our s. 28 is different but the same ambiguity exists. 
Section 23 provides that "a mark . . . shall not be registered as a trade 
nrark". Lord Diplock's reasoning may 1veI1 apply to our section hut would 
not conlpel the formulation supported by Windeyer, J.13" 
It is difficult, however, to isolate sections other than s. 28 in our Act 
containing implied prohibitions of continuing registration. The definition 
of "trade mark" in s. 6 may be one such section. Sections 24-26 may be 
thought to imply a continuing prohibition against registration in the 
absence of distinctiveness, subject to tile express prohibition of s. S G ( 3 )  
orld the express exemption of s. 56(1). Section 33 makes a mark ichiclr 
is deceptive when applied for "not capable of registration" ancl, would 
seem to apply only to prohibit initial registration. Sectiol~ 40 (which 
impliedly requires an applicant for registration to be entitled to LCpro- 
prietorship" of the mark) seems to be superseded by the fact of regis- 
tration and, hence, seents at most to concern original registration. Lord 
Diplock's notion of "implied prohibition" may he an admirable attempt 
to import the "spirit and intendment" of the Act into expungement suits, 
but has, with respect, done little to clarify the types of marks liable to 
expungement. 

( 3 )  Under s. 11 of the U.K. Act, it is not lauful to register a trade mark 
which would "by reason of its being likely to deceive or cause ~ 0 1 1 -  

fusion or otherwise, be disentitled to protection i r ~  a court of jwtice". 
These cvords are to be read as relating back to the grounds up011 which 
the Court of Chancery would have dise~ititled the owner of a common 
law trade mark to an injunction restraining use of that mark by another 
trader prior to the first statutory interference with the common law (and 
rules of equity) relating to trade marks in the Registration of Trade 
hlarks Act (U.K.) of 1875. Hence the words LLcourt of justice" are to he 
read as "court of equity" prior to the Judicature Acts (U.K.) 1873-5. 
One equitable doctrine upon which a trader owning a common law mark 
would be disentitled to "protectionf' \\-as the doctrine that he who seeks 
equity must come with clean hands. Thus if the owner's zvrongful conduct 
played a part in making use of his mark deceptive, the Court of Chancery 
would not grant him a c  injunction against infringement. Another example 
of lack of clean hands occurred where the applicant for injunction was. 
by the very nature of his own mark, misrepresenting the character or 
origin of his goods, by reason of either prior use of that mark by another 
trader or an inherent "lie" or untruth in the mark itself. Otir s. 28(d) ,  
which is in substantially identical words, is  cast in a different form and 
may not lend itself so easily to his Lordship's contruction. Australian 
judges have, however, experienced some cIi%culty with the words of 
s. 28(d).  Windeyer, J. for instance, stated in the KOTEX Case thak 
"s. 2S(d) refer(s) to some characteristic of the mark other than mere 
lack of distirlctiveness or capacity to distinguish and to some characteristic 
other than a direct reference to the character or cjuality of the goods. 
(The section) refers to something intrinsically objectionable which dis- 
qualified a mark otherwise registrable".133 His Honour's remarks are 
signally imprecise. I\.Ioreo~er, under Lord Diplock's construction, it is 
clear that the disqualifying element need not he intrinsic to the ma-k it& 
hut  may arise from extrinsic circumstances. 

288 Supra n. 37. 
*Kimberly Clarke Corp. v. Vereinigte Pcplerwerkr, 41 A.LJ.R. 139 at 2!7. Caunael 

in this case argued that the imcnted word COLDEX was disentitled to protection 
because it contained the word COLD ~ r h i r h  was c l e ~ c r i p t i ~ e  of the quality of paper good.. 
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(4) Section 13 of the U.K. Act, which corresponds to our s. 61(1) except that 
it lacks our exception (c) ,  confirmed Lord Diplock in his view that the 
word "registration" (and hence the verb "to register") elsewhere in the 
Act meant something more than "original registration" with which that 
section is concerned. The section reflects the main innovation introduced 
in the U.K. Act of 1905 in making registration the only way whereby a 
trade mark could become the subject matter of proprietary rights. Lord 
Diplock regarded the present tense of "offends" (cf.  past tense of "rvas 
obtained by fraud") as 2 clear indication that s. 11 imposed a prohibitioll 
lipon a mark remuining on the register. The effect of s. 13 is thereby 
to preclude removal of a mark after seven years upon any ground of 
invalidity which would have applied to the original registration. But the 
section does not preclude removal where the marl; has become likely to 
deceive as a result of blameworthy conduct by its proprietor since 
original registration. 
While this proposition seems to apply equally to s. 61(1) of our Act, 
his Lordship's further proposition, that a bona fide proprietor whose mark 
has become likely to deceive through no fault of his own is  "sufficiently 
protected" by s. 11 an2 need not look to s. 13, is not as clear in relation 
to s. 61 (1) and s. 28 of our Act because s. 28 describes alternative classes 
of inva!id marks rather than a cumulative description of invalidity as is 
contained in s. 11. This part of his Lordship's reasoning may be inap- 
plicable to our Act except in so far as the wording of s, 28 may be held 
to be in pari materia with s. 11 upon which it is styled, 

The Licensing Objec~ion 
Lord Diplock upheld both Graham, J. and the Court of Appeal in their 

rejection of the argument that G.E. had vitiated its registered mark by 
"muddying" its use. His Lordship said nothing to qualify the statements of 
the Court of Appeal discussed above. IIis Lordship, relying simply on logic, 
rejected the idea that where a registered mark is used as a common Iaw mark 
in respect of which it is not registered and the validity of its use as a 
common latu mark is destroyed (for example by assignment without goodwill 
as in Bozud~n Wire Case,149 then the validity of the registered mark is also 
destroyed in  relation to use on goods for which it is registered. For his Lord- 
ship, "this has only to be stated to be rejected". 

Conclusior~ 
The House of Lords in the G.E. Case has resolved, or revealed solutions 

to, many of the iiificulties of interpreting and inter-relating ss. 56, 60, 61 
and 28 of our Act in the context of the court's power to expunge registered 
marks under s. 2 2 ( l )  (b ) .  In relation to the court's power to expunge marks 
as "wroagly made", there is authority that a mark which o#ended s. 28 when 
registered, niay be espunged- 
( a )  where its offensive quality persists (per Windeyer, I.), or 
(b) notwithstanding subsequent removal of the offens;ve quality (per Ungoerl- 

Thomas, J . ) .  This aspect of s. 28 remains unresolved. 
It is now clear, however, in relation to a mark ~vhicl. was properly 

registered, the following propositions apply: 
(1)  the mark will he "wrongly remaining'' if, at  the date of espungement 

application, it offends some prohibition, express or implied, agairlst 
cor~tinzred registration under the Act; 

'*Suprn. n. 111. 
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(2) if the mark subseqz~entty loses distinctiveness, by reason of public usage. 
s. 56 (1) will prevent expungement ; 

('3) if loss of disttrzctiveness is due to trade usage, s. 56i3) wil1 deem the 
mark to be wrongly remaining on the register; 

(a )  if the mark becomes subsequently deceptice, i t  will not be expunged unless 
the decepti~eness results from blameworthy conduct by the registered 

15) in such a case. the test is whether the mark is deccptite, xithin the 
meaning of s. 28, at the date of the espungement application. 
It is submitted that these propositions ac1equateIy fulfil the policy of the 

Act and the various interests 1,-hich arise in  relation to the use of trade marks 

( a )  the interest of the public in freedom of word usage. in freedom from 
deceptive use of trade marka. and in the purit)- of the resider. is given 
paramountcy over protection of traders i r t t ~ r  se, and 

(b )  traders are  induced to protect their marks by pursuit of infringers and 
registering licence agreements. but enjoy a commercially realistic monopoly 
(subject to the paramount safeguard of the public from confusing use of 
marks) and based on the principles of equity in relation to protection 
of traders inter se. 
It would appear, however, that the dilemma of Windej-cr. J.l-" has not 

yet been resolved. The full Court of the High Court, in deciding the appeal in 
the RALI-BRA Cme ,  will he free to resolve the dilemma in the light of the 
guidance given by Lord Diplock in the House of Lords in the G.E. Trade 
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